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Do they typically present unilaterally, or bilaterally?
Unilaterally (but it’s not uncommon to see scars on the fellow eye)
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Corneal phlyctenule

Phlyctenule Same phlyctenule (pic to show elevation)
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Phlyctenules: Yellow; gray
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Phlyctenules: Engorged vasculature
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How long does the elevation/ulceration/involution process take?
A few weeks
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Is involution always the final outcome?
Yes and no—conj phlyctenules never scar, but corneal ones can; 

wedge-shaped inferior limbal scars are suggestive of prior occurrences
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How should topical steroids be employed?
Reluctantly, judiciously and sparingly. While effective, 

over and/or chronic use runs the risk of side effects.
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Recurrent corneal phlyctenule that has progressed into the visual axis

Phlyctenulosis
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